The policy depends on the assignment.

1 Written homeworks
   • DO collaborate/brainstorm with your peers (ie. at a whiteboard).
   • DO use any class resources (notes, readings, other assignments).
   • DO NOT retain notes from collaboration sessions for use while typing final solutions.
   • DO NOT copy solutions from other students or Internet sources (using sources not linked to from our website, other than generic reference materials, is highly suspect!)

2 Programming assignments
   • DO review the algorithm with another student, but do not write code that is nearly a Java implementation together.
   • DO NOT collaborate with any other students or other person(s) after you have made progress coding your implementation.
   • Other students should only be solicited for very general Unix/Java problems (not specific coding challenges)
   • You MAY consult the documentations for libraries we link to, but please use no other Internet sources.

3 Take-home final exam
   • No collaboration is allowed with anybody (other than course staff). Your work must be original.

4 General
   • ALWAYS you can ask questions of the course staff (cs195zheadtas@cs.brown.edu).
   • NEVER can you post partial solutions, or “hints”, to the mailing list (cs195z@list.cs.brown.edu).

Signing below means you agree to the above. Thanks for joining CSCI1950-Z.
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